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SPACE DEBRIS FIELD REMOVAL USING TETHER MOMENTUM
EXCHANGE

Zachary D. Asher∗, Steven Tragesser†, Christian Kneubel‡, Jennifer Hudson∗, Thomas
H. Bradley§, and Ilya Kolmanovsky¶,

Space debris threatens operation in space, requires perpetual tracking costs, and
adds complexity to mission design and planning. To combat these issues, re-
searchers have investigated numerous debris field removal techniques including
sequential debris object removal using a single spacecraft. But, the analyses devel-
oped so far typically require high power, large amounts of propellant, and/or long
mission times. This research argues feasibility of a low propellant and fast sequen-
tial debris object removal technique using a single spacecraft by demonstrating
removal of two real debris fields consisting of 10 debris objects each. Several as-
sumptions are utilized to investigate feasibility which include in plane debris and
spacecraft alignment, a massless rigid inelastic tether, 20kg debris masses, and
successful intermediate maneuvers such as capture, spin-up, tether extension, and
tether reeling. Sequential debris object removal occurs first using a capture phase,
then a tethered system orbit phase, followed by a debris removal phase. Capture
and removal occurs by controlling tether lengths and spin rates only, thus elimi-
nating the need for any spacecraft positioning maneuvers. The results show that
each debris field is removed using tether lengths less than what has already been
deployed in space, the required spacecraft and system spin rates are on the order
of milliradians, and the mission times are approximately 100 days for the first set
and 150 days for the second set when removed in order. Overall this research
demonstrates that tether momentum exchange may overcome the drawbacks of
other proposed methods of debris field removal.

INTRODUCTION

Space debris poses major operational risks for aerospace missions. Currently there are 4,584
active payloads and 14,134 space debris objects actively being tracked1 along with millions more
space debris objects smaller than 5cm which are continually measured in-situ.2, 3 Additionally, the
total number of debris objects is projected to increase due to debris collisions out-pacing decaying
orbits4, 5 and it has been suggested that actively removing five to ten debris objects a year is required
to keep the future operational environments stable.6

Direct rendezvous and removal of individual debris objects requires a prohibitively large amount
of propellant and thus numerous alternative techniques have been proposed such as laser removal,
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removal using electrodynamic tethers, and removal using momentum exchange techniques.7 Laser
removal of debris objects can be accomplished with ground-based lasers and/or or space-based
lasers, both of which have the advantage of being able to remove large and very small debris ob-
jects. Recent studies have focused on small debris object removal,8 mission analysis using new
advances in laser technology,9 development of a real-world mission,10 and comparing ground-based
and space-based applications.11 These studies have demonstrated that a ground-based mission could
be begun in 10 years,10 as many as 2,000 objects could be removed in 4 years,11 and objects as large
as 5 tons could be removed in 7 months.12 The drawback of using lasers to remove debris objects is
that space-based missions typically require large amounts of onboard power, ground-based missions
require high power, and there is a risk of the object breaking up into smaller objects. Electrodynamic
tethers are an alternative solution that does not require high power because they generate propul-
sion from the current induced in the conductive tether from interactions with the Earth’s magnetic
field.13 Because of this advantage, they been the subject of research for space debris removal for
decades.14–19 Recent electrodynamic tether studies applied to space debris removal have focused on
high-level model fidelity and control,20 high-order magnetic field model effects,21 cathode element
characteristics,22 and a universal debris removal system to be included on future missions.23 The
drawback of electrodynamic tethers is that typically a long mission time is required to remove a
debris object due to the time requirement for sufficient current generation from the Earth’s mag-
netic field and the slow removal exposes operational satellites to collisions. Momentum exchange
between satellites and debris objects via tethers has also been proposed as an effective means of
removing debris objects. Recent research has demonstrated the potential for debris field removal
using momentum exchange and plastic satellite interactions24–26 and through momentum exchange
and direct rendezvous.27, 28 Both of these concepts rely on propellant for spacecraft positioning
and are framed as a “traveling salesman” or “mailman” problem to minimize the propellant con-
sumption.29 If the spacecraft positioning phase (and thus the large propellant expenditure) can be
eliminated, debris field removal via tether momentum exchange may provide a cost effective, safe,
and fast means of removing a large debris field.

There are several established submaneuvers and research studies that indicate feasibility for de-
bris field removal via tether momentum exchange without spacecraft positioning. These include an
in-situ demonstration, a spin-up maneuver, individual debris object capture, and individual debris
object removal via momentum exchange. An in-situ demonstration, in other words a demonstration
in space, of tether momentum exchange was completed in 2007 with the YES2 satellite using a
32 km tether therefore establishing the operation feasibility for tether momentum exchange as well
as operational feasibility using a long tether.30 Capture of an object using the extended tether tip
requires relative motion control and typically a small expenditure of ∆v in practice.31–33 Capture
of a debris object is achieved when the velocity of the tether tip is equal to the velocity of the de-
bris object which may require spinning the spacecraft. One technique for inducing spin on a tether
equipped spacecraft is known as a spin-up maneuver.34 This maneuver requires extending the tether
tip as far as possible, expending a small amount ∆v from the tether tip perpendicular to the space-
craft and tether alignment, and then reeling the tether thus increasing the spin rate due to the law
of conservation of angular momentum. Individual debris object removal through tether momentum
exchange has been explored be several researchers and has been found to be effective34–39 thus in-
spiring full capture and removal analysis27 as well as the previously mentioned sequential debris
removal study that uses tether momentum exchange and sequential debris rendezvous propellant
minimization techniques.28
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This novel research investigates the feasibility of sequential debris object removal using tether
momentum exchange but without spacecraft positioning maneuvers. This research expands upon a
previous feasibility demonstration40 by presenting a simulated removal of real debris fields account-
ing for mission time. Overall the concept provides a fast, safe, and cost effective means of removing
all space debris objects to eliminate the space debris problem.

METHODS

First a real debris field to be removed is identified. The orbits of the identified debris objects
are used to calculate the required tether length and spacecraft spin rate for debris object capture.
After the debris is captured, the orbit of the tethered spacecraft and debris is calculated. From the
tethered orbit, the required tether length and spin rate are calculated to deorbit the debris and set up
the spacecraft for the next debris object capture. This process is repeated until all debris objects are
removed in order while accounting for total mission time. There are several assumptions to simplify
the dynamics to provide clear insight in regard to debris field removal feasibility. These assump-
tions include: tether length and desired spin rate is achieved upon first alignment with the desired
capture/removal point, a massless rigid and inelastic tether whose center of mass is aligned with its
center of gravity, and each debris object has a mass of 20 kg. Note that assuming the tether to be
massless, inelastic, and rigid is an established practice for a first order feasibility investigation.41, 42

Debris Field Identification

Current debris object information is available online through the Space-Track.org website. A list
of space debris objects and their current orbits can be created by navigating to the “query builder”
section of the website and searching for the latest two-line elements (tle latest) ordered by object
type and limiting the query results to ensure memory limits are not exceeded.

Two debris fields were identified using a Space-Track.org query: Ten debris objects from the
same event or mission as shown in Table 1 and ten debris objects from different events or missions
as shown shown in Table 2. These tables were built by building a query for the first 1000 entries
of space debris. From this result, debris objects were eliminated if their periapsis altitude was

Table 1: The current status of a debris field consisting of ten debris objects from the same mission
where each object has a periapsis above 170 km.

Object Periapsis Altitude Apoapsis Altitude Argument of Mean Anomaly
ID

(
Rperi

) (
Rapo

)
Periapsis (ωp) at t = 0 (M)

1982-049C 170.18 km 184.60 km 79.2 deg 89.9 deg
1982-049F 171.20 km 184.68 km 247.8 deg 54.2 deg
1982-049F 170.66 km 186.04 km 240.0 deg 54.0 deg
1982-049F 172.42 km 187.02 km 269.6 deg 55.9 deg
1982-049F 173.32 km 186.69 km 125.9 deg 57.1 deg
1982-049G 176.86 km 183.77 km 177.8 deg 70.9 deg
1982-049G 173.65 km 187.55 km 265.4 deg 55.1 deg
1982-049G 171.61 km 190.24 km 131.5 deg 56.1 deg
1982-049G 177.83 km 185.28 km 14.8 deg 37.4 deg
1982-049G 180.23 km 183.14 km 337.4 deg 45.5 deg
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Table 2: The current status of a debris field consisting of ten debris objects from different missions
or events where each object has a periapsis above 170 km.

Object Periapsis Altitude Apoapsis Altitude Argument of Mean Anomaly
ID

(
Rperi

) (
Rapo

)
Periapsis (ωp) at t = 0 (M)

1993-036FX 170.13 km 170.47 km 260.3 deg 66.8 deg
1982-038W 170.43 km 170.44 km 133.9 deg 214.8 deg
2000-036C 170.45 km 170.45 km 90.0 deg 309.5 deg
1987-004W 170.48 km 170.48 km 0.0 deg 64.8 deg
1965-082EQ 170.69 km 170.69 km 147.8 deg 14.7 deg
1977-083C 170.79 km 170.79 km 350.4 deg 344.5 deg

1976-120AY 170.91 km 170.91 km 39.8 deg 72.9 deg
1989-060E 170.18 km 171.66 km 287.1 deg 128.2 deg

1968-097AL 170.20 km 171.66 km 166.8 deg 242.2 deg
1987-047J 170.30 km 172.46 km 124.9 deg 100.3 deg

already sufficiently low for removal through atmospheric friction (approximately 160 km). From
those remaining debris objects, the first ten were selected as the debris field to be removed using
information from the Object ID to ensure the debris objects were from the same event or mission as
shown in Table 1 (it ended up being a 1989 mission launched by the former USSR) and alternatively
to ensure the debris objects are from different events as shown in Table 2.

Mission Time Capture and Removal Analysis

Each of the debris objects in Table 1 and 2 will be removed in the order shown in the table while
accounting for total mission time without spacecraft positioning maneuvers using the feasibility
concepts previously developed.40 There are three phases for each debris removal: (1) debris object
capture, (2) debris object and spacecraft tethered orbit, and (3) debris object removal. Completion
of each of these phases relies upon submaneuvers and concepts developed by other researchers such
as tether in tension extension/reeling,42 spin-up maneuvers,34 and attachment of the tether tip to
the debris.31, 32, 43, 44 A spin-up maneuver is completed by extending the tether as far as possible,
expending a small amount of propellant from the tether tip perpendicularly, and reeling the tether.
By the law of conservation of momentum, a large spin rate is induced.

The mission starts from an initial circular spacecraft parking orbit at 170 km altitude. The first
debris object is captured at debris apoapsis by matching the tether tip position and velocity to the
debris position and velocity. This is enabled by a specific tether length, Lcap, and an induced spin
rate relative to the radial direction, Ωcap, generated by a spin-up maneuver. Capture of the debris
object results in a new tethered system (spacecraft and debris) orbit about the system center of
mass. From this tethered system orbit, the debris object is released into an orbit with a periapsis
that facilitates removal due to friction with the Earth’s atmosphere (160 km) and the spacecraft is
released into a circular orbit. These constraints are met by satisfying a specific tether length, Lrmv,
and a specific system spin rate, Ωrmv, generated by another spin-up maneuver. From the new circular
orbit, there is a time delay until the orbit of the next debris object and spacecraft are aligned along a
local vertical. Once the spacecraft and the next debris are aligned along a local vertical, the capture
and deorbit process is repeated. This sequential process is shown in Figure 1. A more detailed
diagram of the capture phase, tethered phase, and removal phase is shown in Figure 2 where v is the
orbital velocity.
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Figure 1: Diagram depicting the overall process of the proposed sequential debris removal process.
An initial spacecraft parking orbit is assumed from which continuous debris capture and removal is
achieved.
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(a) The first phase of the sequential de-
bris removal process: debris capture from
matching tether tip velocity vtt to the debris
velocity vd (not to scale).
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(b) The second phase of the sequential de-
bris removal process: orbit about the center
of mass of the spacecraft and debris teth-
ered system (not to scale).
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(c) The third phase of the sequential de-
bris removal process: debris removal by en-
suring the new debris periapsis intersects
Earth’s atmosphere (not to scale).

Figure 2: Conceptual diagram in 2-D spherical coordinates of (a) debris capture (b) the resulting
tethered orbit, and (c) debris removal.
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The start time for the analysis begins when the initial circular spacecraft parking orbit is aligned
with the first debris object apoapsis in the r̂ direction. At this point tether capture occurs when the
tether tip velocity magnitude, vtt, matches the debris velocity magnitude, vd, since they are aligned
in direction. The tether tip velocity can be determined using a kinematic expansion in cylindrical
coordinates around the spacecraft as vttθ̂ = vscθ̂ +

(
ωsc + Ωcap

)
ẑ × Lcapr̂ where sc is short for

spacecraft and “cap” is short for capture. Equating velocities reveals the following capture condition

vd,apoθ̂ = vscθ̂ +
(
ωsc + Ωcap

)
ẑ × Lcapr̂ (1)

which reduces to a single equation in the θ̂ direction of

vd,apo = vsc + ωscLcap + ΩcapLcap (2)

This can be simplified using the definition of angular velocity, ωsc = vsc
Rsc

and solved for the
required spin rate for debris object capture. The tether length, Lcap, can also be defined as the
difference in the debris location and the spacecraft location. Both expressions are

Lcap = Rd,apo −Rsc (3)

Ωcap = 1
Lcap

(vd,apo − vsc) − vsc
Rsc

(4)

where vsc =
√

µ
Rsc

which is the relative velocity for circular orbits, and vd,apo =
√

2µ
Rd,apo

− µ
ad

from the vis-viva equation.

The tethered orbit is then computed by determining the position and velocity of the center of
mass of the tethered system assuming that the center of gravity is equal to the center of mass. The
initial position of the center of mass is calculated using the center of mass equation, Rtethered,i =
mdRd,apo+mscRsc

md+msc
, and the initial velocity of the center of mass is computed using conservation of

linear momentum, vtethered,i (md +msc) = mdvd,apo + mscvsc, to yield a new orbit at the system
center of mass given by

Rtethered,i = Rd − Lcapγ (5)

vtethered,i = γvsc + (1 − γ)vd (6)

where γ = msc
md+msc

is the mass ratio of the spacecraft to the total mass andmsc = 100 kg, md = 20
kg. Note that this debris mass is an assumed value and is applied to all debris objects.

Determination of whether or not the capture point is the peripasis or apoapsis of the tethered orbit
can be determined by checking the radial vector’s alignment with the eccentricity vector. In other

words, the equation e =

∣∣∣∣Rtethered,iv
2
tethered,i

µ − 1

∣∣∣∣ can be rearranged such that if
Rtethered,iv

2
tethered,i

µ > 1 then

the orbit starts at perigee and if
Rtethered,iv

2
tethered,i

µ < 1 then the orbit starts at apogee.

Debris deorbit is then begun at the tethered orbit apoapsis regardless of where the tethered orbit
initially began, thus the terms Rtethered,i and vtethered,i are now represented as Rtethered and vtethered.
Note that it is possible to deorbit from the tethered orbit periapsis but this results in faster orbit
raising of the spacecraft which is not desirable. To deorbit the debris, the periapsis of the new debris
orbit must intersect the Earth’s atmosphere at a minimum and the spacecraft should be placed into
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a new circular orbit to expedite alignment with the next debris object. The debris periapsis can be
anywhere between 160 km altitude and the center of the Earth. But, lowering of the debris periapsis
results in a higher resultant spacecraft altitude which is not desirable.

At the instant when the tethered system is at apoapsis and is aligned with the r̂ direction, the
velocity of the debris is again found with the kinematic expansion about the center of mass of the
system

vd,apoθ̂ = vtetheredθ̂ + (ωtethered + Ωrmv) ẑ × Lrmvγr̂ (7)

which again reduces to a single equation in the θ̂ direction of

vd = vtethered + ωtetheredγLrmv + ΩrmvγLrmv (8)

This can be simplified using the definition of angular velocity, ωtethered = vtethered
Rtethered

and solved for
the required spin rate for debris object capture. The tether length, Lcap, can also be defined as the
difference in the debris location and the spacecraft location. Both expressions are

Lrmv = Rd,apo −Rsc (9)

Ωrmv = 1
γLrmv

(vtethered − vd,apo) − vtethered
Rtethered

(10)

where vsc =
√

µ
Rsc

which is the relative velocity for circular orbits (required to constrain the new

spacecraft orbit to being circular), vd,apo =
√

2µ
Rd,apo

− µ
ad

from the vis-viva equation, ad = Rd,apo+

Rd,peri, and Rd,peri = 160 km altitude. Note that there are multiple solutions to this system and the
minimum tether length solution is used.

The mission time analysis is determined using the equation which relates time (in terms of mean
anomaly, M ) and position along the orbit (in terms of eccentric anomaly, E) from Kepler’s second
law45

M(t) = E − e sin(E) (11)

where M(t) = M0 +
√

µ
a3
t which is applied during the tethered orbit phase to progress the mission

time forward and for each debris object to check alignment. Equation 11 is solved numerically for
eccentric anomaly, E, which is then converted to radial position, r, and true anomaly, ν, as

r = a (1 − e cosE) (12)

ν = 2 arctan
[√

1+e
1−e tan

(
E+ωp

2

)]
(13)

Once the next debris object in the list is aligned along the local vertical with the spacecraft (they
are in phase), capture can commence. Waiting for alignment along the local vertical (phase time) is
the longest step in the debris field removal process. Note that it is assumed that the required tether
length and spin rate for capture are achieved at first alignment. It is also assumed that the required
tether length and spin rate for removal is achieved at the first apoapsis of the tethered system orbit.
Analysis of individual spin up maneuvers is outside the scope of the current work.

Finally, note that if the spacecraft altitude becomes too large during the debris field removal
process, a debris object can be removed through superorbiting. Superorbiting is when a debris
object is removed by providing an orbit that is above a usable altitude thus lowering the spacecraft
orbit. superorbiting is not required for either of the debris sets analyzed in the current work. For
details about superorbiting, please refer to the original feasibility analysis.40
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RESULTS

Each of the debris fields shown in Tables 1 and 2 is removed using the process shown in Figure
1 as described in the Mission Time Capture and Removal Analysis section. The altitude of the
spacecraft circular orbit and debris apoapsis for each debris object capture is shown in Figures 3a
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Figure 3: Application of the tether momentum exchange process to the debris field in Table 1: (a)
spacecraft and debris altitudes, (b) required tether length for capture and removal, (c) required spin
rate for capture and removal, and (d) mission time.
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Figure 4: Application of the tether momentum exchange process to the debris field in Table 2: (a)
spacecraft and debris altitudes, (b) required tether length for capture and removal, (c) required spin
rate for capture and removal, and (d) mission time.

and 4a. The tether length and spin rates for capture and removal are shown in Figures 3b, 4b, 3c,
and 4c. Lastly the mission time for each debris capture and removal is shown in Figures 3d and 4d.

There are several takeaways from the Table 1 debris removal results in Figure 3. First, it is shown
in Figure 3a the debris object apoapses are start higher than the spacecraft circular orbit altitude
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but after removal of debris object 8, the spacecraft altitude is above the remaining debris object
apoapses. This change in spacecraft altitude is also reflected in Figure 3b through the decreasing
and then increasing tether capture length. This figure also shows a slowly increasing tether length
requirement for debris object removal but remains consistent with a tether length used in-situ.30

Figure 3c shows the required capture and removal spin rates, the largest magnitude being 3.9 mil-
liradians per second. The total mission time to remove each debris object with no consideration of
priority is 103 days.

There are several other takeaways from the Table 2 debris removal results in Figure 4. Figure
4a shows that the debris object apoapses are at a lower altitude than the spacecraft for every case
except the first one. This difference in altitude results in a slowly increasing tether capture length as
shown in Figure 3b which also shows a slowly increasing tether length requirement for debris object
removal, both of which are similar to existing in-situ demonstrations. Figure 3c shows the required
capture and removal spin rates, the largest magnitude being 2.0 milliradians per second. The total
mission time to remove each debris object with no consideration of priority is 149 days.

Overall both debris fields were removed without excessively large spin rates or tether lengths.
Recall that each debris object was assumed to have a mass of 20kg. Larger mass debris objects
would result in faster spacecraft orbit raising while lighter debris objects would result in slower
orbit raising. Note that if the spacecraft altitude reached a value that causes infeasible tether lengths
or spin rates, a debris object superorbit maneuver would be required40 to allow additional debris
object captures. Lastly, if debris objects were prioritized, the missions time may be substantially
reduced. But, recall that tether reeling/extension and spin-up maneuvers are assumed to happen
instantaneously and may increase mission time beyond this simplified analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

Sequential tether momentum exchange is evaluated as a potential solution to the space debris
problem because it is fast, safe, and cost-effective. In this study, two sets of ten debris objects are
arbitrarily chosen. One of the debris sets is composed of objects from the same mission, while the
other debris set is composed of objects from multiple missions or events. There are three phases
used in each debris object interaction: (1) debris object capture from matching tether tip location
and velocity to debris object location and velocity, (2) the orbit about the center of mass of the
spacecraft and debris tethered system, and finally (3) debris removal by ensuring the new debris
orbit periapsis intersects the Earth’s atmosphere while the spacecraft enters a circular orbit thus
enabling capture of the next debris object. The results show that the required tether length is similar
to what has already been deployed in space, the required spin rates are on the order of milliradians,
and the mission time without debris prioritization is approximately 100 days for the first debris set
and 150 days for the second debris set.

Overall this paper demonstrates that this technique of sequential debris object removal using
tether momentum exchange and no spacecraft positioning maneuvers is feasible and presents ad-
vantages over other debris field removal techniques such as laser removal and electrodynamic tether
removal. Additionally, this technique presents a means to remove a theoretically infinite amount
of debris objects quickly and safely using a small amount of propellant. If the spacecraft altitude
gets too high, a debris removal superorbit maneuver can be employed. Future work includes higher
fidelity modeling using dynamic analysis and/or fewer tether model simplifications, tallying total
propellant usage for various maximum tether length spin-up maneuvers, optimization of the debris
capture sequence for minimum mission time, and incorporation of out of plane orbital components.
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